A content analysis of auditors' reports on IT internal control weaknesses: The comparative advantages of an automated approach to control weakness identification
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Abstract

We employ an automated content analysis approach to provide a snapshot of the terminology auditors actually use to describe information technology weaknesses (ITWs). We develop and use a dictionary based on textual analysis of auditors' reports on internal control filed under Section 404 of the Sarbanes–Oxley Act from 2004 to 2009. Using the dictionary with content analysis software led to the identification of 14 categories of ITWs in order of decreasing frequency of occurrence: (1) access, (2) monitoring, (3) design issues, (4) change and development, (5) end-user computing, (6) segregation of incompatible functions, (7) policies, (8) documentation, (9) masterfiles, (10) backup, (11) staffing sufficiency and competency, (12) security (other than over access), (13) outsourcing and (14) operations. The use of automated content analysis methodology also helped us identify potential disconnects between terminology used in auditors' reports and that used in published frameworks and guidelines. We provide the dictionary and discuss the methodology used in creating and applying the dictionary to the analysis of the textual content of auditors' reports on internal control, including the advantages and limitations of automated ITW identification.
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1. Introduction

Information technology controls represent a distinct category of internal controls that has been given special attention in professional publications (e.g., COSO and COBIT\(^1\)) and auditing standards (e.g., PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5, 2007). This special attention is warranted because computerized environments are frequently associated with financial misstatements and less reliable financial reporting (Messier et al., 2004; Curtis et al., 2009). Companies reporting information technology weaknesses (ITWs) in reports filed under Section 404 of the Sarbanes–Oxley Act (SOX 404 reports) (SEC, 2003) also report more internal control weaknesses and financial misstatements than companies without ITWs (Klamm and Weidenmier Watson, 2009). To date, the study of detailed ITWs described in SOX 404 reports has been hindered by a number of factors. First, the Audit Analytics\(^2\) database that is relied on by many researchers uses a single code for all ITWs which is not granular enough for delving into specific ITWs. Second, the on-line search tools provided by the SEC to search EDGAR filings are not robust enough to distinguish several common ITWs from other control weaknesses (non-ITWs). As a result, laborious and potentially unreliable manual analysis and coding of the content of auditors’ reports are required to identify specific ITWs.

An alternative to manual coding is the use of automated content analysis instead of the arduous, manual processes used by researchers to date. Automated identification of ITWs is consistent (without random human error), replicable (the process is rule-based), scalable (coding efforts are the same regardless of the number of reports analyzed), and transparent (when the keywords/phrases and search criteria used to automate identification are made available). The purpose of this study is three-fold: (1) to compare the efficacy of using automated vs. manual content analysis procedures to identify ITWs in auditors’ SOX 404 reports, (2) to provide a categorized dictionary of the terminology auditors most frequently use to report ITWs in SOX 404 reports between 2004 and 2009, and (3) to check whether terminology used in professional frameworks and guidelines is used in auditors’ reports on internal control. To accomplish this, we first use frequency, key-word-in-context, and keyword retrieval reporting features of content analysis software to capture and categorize the keywords/phrases actually used by auditors to describe ITWs in SOX 404 reports. Using the categorized dictionary thus developed, we next conduct automated searches of auditors’ SOX 404 reports and compared automated identification of ITWs to both our manual coding of all SOX 404 reports from 2004 through 2009 and Klamm and Weidenmier Watson’s (2009) manual coding of ITWs in the first year of SOX reporting.

We find that our automated identification compares favorably to the inter-rater manual coding reliability reported by Klamm and Weidenmier Watson (2009). In addition, by examining the keywords/phrases auditors commonly used to describe ITWs in SOX reporting, we identified 14 categories of ITWs using a “bottom up”, inductive approach. These 14 categories of ITWs are, in order of decreasing frequency of occurrence: (1) access, (2) monitoring, (3) design issues, (4) change and development, (5) end-user computing, (6) segregation of incompatible functions, (7) policies, (8) documentation, (9) masterfiles, (10) backup, (11) staffing sufficiency and competency, (12) security (other than over access), (13) outsourcing and (14) operations. In this paper, we illustrate the ease with which these categories may be subdivided and combined, and searches replicated and modified, using automated content analysis techniques. Finally, we use the content analysis software to search the SOX 404 reports in segments in which ITWs are described for the high-level control categories identified in widely-used control frameworks such as COSO and COBIT and Auditing Standards such as the PCAOB’s Auditing Standard No. 2 (2004) and Auditing Standard No. 5 (2007). We find that most are not referred to at all and those few that are mentioned appear in only a small number of cases. This represents a potential disconnect between published guidance and actual practice. Any such disconnect may make it difficult for users of the internal control reports to link the reported ITWs back to the professional literature and standards that elucidate likely causes of weaknesses and potential avenues and time horizon for their effective remediation.

This study contributes to the academic and professional literature on internal control both methodologically and by providing a unique analysis of ITWs in SOX reports that was not feasible at this granular

---

1 COBIT® Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (IT Governance Institute., ITGI, 2007) outlines good practices that fit with and support the COSO framework.

2 The Audit Analytics database indicates that 22% of the SOX 404 reports with internal control weaknesses for 2004–2009 year-ends had weaknesses related to the single code defined as information technology, software, security, and access issues.
level in past research due to methodological constraints. By explaining and illustrating the use of automat-
ated content analysis, this study contributes to a better understanding of the approach’s advantages and lim-
itations and helps researchers decide when an automated approach to content analysis may be preferred
to a manual approach. Our automated approach differs from the manual approach used in previous studies
(e.g., Hammersley et al., 2008; Klamm and Weidenmier Watson, 2009) in that detailed ITWs are studied
without imposing any conventionally used control framework, such as the COSO framework.3 New in-
sights into both the types of ITWs reported by auditors and the frequency with which they are reported
are gained from our automated content analysis.

Researchers, hampered by the lacking granularity of the coding of ITWs in the Audit Analytics
research database, will find that this content analysis approach allows for more functional querying capabilities
than the online search tools provided by the SEC to search EDGAR filings. Researchers may need a tool
for sub-dividing the single code for all IT weaknesses that is used in Audit Analytics into sub-codes to
test the robustness of results. Our 14 categories, being defined at a more detailed level of granularity
than the groupings commonly used in professional standards and other guidance such as the COSO frame-
work, may lead to a more nuanced understanding of ITW effects. Also, the “dictionary” of words/phrases
created in this study (Table 1) to identify and categorize reported ITWs may assist management and
auditors in the reporting of ITWs in future SOX 404 reports and other contexts (e.g., management discussion
and analysis). Our finding of a potential disconnect between published guidance and actual practice suggests
the need for either revisions to guidance or elaboration of descriptions of framework(s) used in SOX 404 ITW
reporting.

This paper is structured into five sections. After the Introduction, the second section provides a review
of existing research and develops two research questions. The third section outlines the data sources and
methods employed in this study while the fourth presents and discusses the findings arising from the
analyses conducted to address our research questions. The final section summarizes the contributions of
this research, discusses its limitations, and identifies opportunities for future research.

2. Literature review and research question development

The use of automated content analysis and other text analytics methodologies in accounting research
has grown exponentially over the last five decades (Fisher et al., 2010). However, such methods have
not been used for ITW identification. The automated search capabilities of qualitative data analysis and
text analytics software vary and “nomenclature confusion” surrounds content analysis (Pollach, 2011). We
distinguish manual content analysis, computer-assisted content analysis, automated content analysis,
and more advanced text analytics not by the type of software used but rather by the ways in which auto-
mation is used to leverage research expertise. Whenever researchers manually read text to code the con-
structs of research interest we consider content analysis either “manual”, when office productivity or
statistical analysis software is used to record codes, or “computer-assisted”, when use of qualitative data
analysis software is limited to assisting with text management, coding, and text retrieval. Humans are
good at understanding unstructured text. However, humans also make mistakes, grow fatigued,
and bring varying training, experience, and time constraints to text coding tasks. Accordingly, when soft-
ware is used only to assist with content analysis, coding may be inconsistent and may not be completed
within time and budget constraints.

Categorized dictionaries, lists of keywords/phrases linked to concepts, and explicit, sometimes complex,
search rules make automated content analysis of unstructured text possible. Once researchers make the
upfront investment in dictionary development, increasing numbers of documents may be analyzed with little
additional effort. When shared, the categorized dictionary and search rules make construct identification with
automated content analysis transparent and replicable.4 Qualitative data analysis software typically comes

3 SOX 404 requires management and auditors to identify the framework used to assess the effectiveness of internal control over
financial reporting. The framework developed by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO)
is the one most frequently used (Gupta, 2006).

4 While researchers conducting manual text analyses may also list the explicit search rules used and the words/phrases linked to
constructs, such lists are unlikely to be complete when a manual approach is adopted.
Table 1
Frequency of reporting of keywords/phrases in the dictionary used in automated content analysis of SOX 404 reports with ITWsa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IT context indicator keywords and phrases which are not associated with a specific ITW category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information technology</strong> (161); user* (51); software* (48); accounting system* (43); information system* (43); financial application* (42); automated (34); computer* (28); financial application programs and data (24); database* (21); computer control* (20); reporting system* (17); payroll process* (16); ERP (15); IT general controls (13); system control* (9); billing system* (8); network* (8); inventory process* (7); financial reporting system (6); general ledger system* (6); perpetual inventory records (6); enterprise resource planning (5); inventory system* (4); Oracle (4); platform* (4); processing of financial data (4); system-generated report* (4); computing (3); data entry (3); ITC* (3); ITGC (3); online (3); accounts payable system* (2); application source code (2); application system (2); billing process* (2); computer-generated (2); inventory costing system* (2); IT controls (2); IT department (2); IT function (2); payroll system* (2); point-of-sale (2); processing file* (2); SAP (2); transactional control* (2); accurately enter* (1); application based (1); CIO (1); current system (1); data processing (1); enterprise business system (1); enterprise resource platform (1); financial accounting IT applications (1); financial software system (1); financial system application* (1); generated by the system (1); hardware (1); input* to model* (1) IT staff* (1); IT support staff (1); Microsoft_AX (1); model input* (1); MRP (1); operating system (1); programmer* (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IT weakness (ITWs) categories**

**Keywords/phrase in bold font type are also IT context indicator keywords/phrases**

**Access**
- access (168); user access (40); access control* (33); restrict* access (30); password* (18); system access (16); inappropriate access (14); access rights (9); logical access (9); security access (8); access privilege* (4); physical access (3); security setting (3); system right* (2); network access (1); prevent management override (1); system privilege* (1); user identification (1)

**Monitoring**
- oversight (384); review*; (258); monitor* (185); supervis* (126); examin* (73); logging (4); scrutiny (1)

**Design issues**
- design* (387); reporting requirement* (50); complexit* (23); lack of effective (19); assumption* used (11); formal process* (9); manual process* (8); inadequate system* (7); legacy (6); manual intervention* (6); disparate (5); manually (5); decentralized (4); interface* (4); not integrated (4); incompatible application* (3); lack of a unified (3); non-integrated (3); audit trail* (2); manual performance (2); do not appropriately address the requirements (1); functional business requirement* (1); inadequate recording and report* (1); invest sufficiently in technology (1); large number of manual process* (1); manual* intensive* (1); over-reliance on (1); properly integrated (1); reporting capabilities (1); reporting limitations (1); system capabilities (1); user dependence (1)

**Change and development**
- test* (385); implementation (46); change management (37); development (35); program change* (23); program development (16); configure* (15); change control* (11); conversion (10); migrat* (9); system change* (7); changes to financial (5); system* development (5); version control (5); approval of chang* (4); accuracy of calculat* (3); system* conversion* (3); authorized change* (2); changes to production application* (2); placed into production (2); program* error* (2); project management (2); set-up (2); software chang* (2); application error* (1); authorization of chang* (1); changes to program* (1); deactivat* (1); develop and validate (1); maintenance control* (1); recording changes (1); testing of program chang* (1); track* chang* (1) updated and maintained (1)

**End-user computing**
- spreadsheet* (119); end-user comput* (11); end user comput* (4); user developed application (2); cell protection (1)

**Segregation of incompatible functions**
- segregat* (182); incompatible duties (17); incompatible responsibilit* (2)

(continued on next page)
Weidenmier Watson, 2009) to which the results of the automated search may be compared. Since recent
deviation and validation of the categorized dictionary of keywords/phrases required for automated
coding and enforcement of; ensure the proper operation; established company policiess (40); "efficient complement of
personnel (40); "efficient number of (24); "efficient personnel (24); "skill" (21); inadequate staff" (10); competen" (5); adequate
supporting (3); "efficient complement of staff (3); understaffed (3); inadequate IT staff (2); inadequate personnel (2); inadequate IT
support staff (1); limited number of personnel (1); personnel limitation" (1); shortage of resources (1); turnover of personnel (1); backup" (13); disaster (9); back-up" (8); off-site (6); back up"(5); off-site (3); record" storage (1); remote location (1); removable
media (1); rotation media (1); uninterruptible power (1)
computer operation" (11); information system" operation" (3); software licens" (3); IT operation" (2); operating procedure" (2);
operations report" (1)
physical security (7); information security (5); it security (4); encrypt"(3); firewall (3); security management (3); security setting
(3); control" over security (2); security and data protection (2); security issue" (2); system security (2) antivirus (1); anti-virus (1);
electronic transmission (1); fire (1); intrusion detection (1); network vulnerability assessment" (1); security breach (1); security
configuration (1); security incident" (1)
outsourcing (7); third-party service (3); data center" (1); out-source" (2);
with tools (word frequency count, key-word-in-context, similarity measure, text extraction, and drag and
drop categorization tools) to help the researcher group keywords/phrases into categories. However, coding
may be unreliable and insufficiently grounded in theory if categories are formed using automated text mining
without someone with subject matter expertise reviewing and refining the linkages. While today’s automated
content analysis toolkits have sophisticated data visualization, mapping, and networking tools, expert categori-
zation and search rule development will continue to distinguish automated content analysis from other text
analytics methodologies. Fig. 1 summarizes the software features necessary and the expertise leveraged along
the content analysis/text analytics spectrum.

Using automated content analysis to study ITWs in SOX 404 reports presents a unique opportunity for
comparing the efficacy of manual vs. automated content analysis of unstructured text. There are several
hundred SOX 404 reports in which auditors describe ITWs in unstructured text: a number sufficient for
development and validation of the categorized dictionary of keywords/phrases required for automated
content analysis. Further, there exists a manual/computer assisted content analysis of ITWs (Klamm and
Weidenmier Watson, 2009) to which the results of the automated search may be compared. Since recent

Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area</th>
<th>Keyword(s)/phrasesa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policies</td>
<td>policies (387); policy (42); lack of documented procedures (1) document&quot; (174)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Documentation              | master file" (23); payroll changes (7); census data (4); data file" (4); master data (4); payroll data (4); vendor data (3); vendor management (3); master record" (2); masterfile" (2); master-file" (2); vendor setup (2); vendor set-up (2); price table" (1); standing data (1); vendor accounts (1); vendor file" (1); vendor listing (1) train" (113); experiences (80); knowledgeable" (74); "efficient complement of personnel (40); "efficient number of (24); "efficient personnel (24); "skill" (21); inadequate staff" (10); competen" (5); adequate staffing (3); "efficient complement of staff (3); understaffed (3); inadequate IT staff (2); inadequate personnel (2); inadequate IT support staff (1); limited number of personnel (1); personnel limitation" (1); shortage of resources (1); turnover of personnel (1); backup" (13); disaster (9); back-up" (8); off-site (6); back up"(5); off-site (3); record" storage (1); remote location (1); removable media (1); rotation media (1); uninterruptible power (1)
| Backup                     | computer operation" (11); information system" operation" (3); software licens" (3); IT operation" (2); operating procedure" (2); operations report" (1)
| Operations                 | physical security (7); information security (5); it security (4); encrypt"(3); firewall (3); security management (3); security setting (3); control" over security (2); security and data protection (2); security issue" (2); system security (2) antivirus (1); anti-virus (1); electronic transmission (1); fire (1); intrusion detection (1); network vulnerability assessment" (1); security breach (1); security configuration (1); security incident" (1)
| Security (other than access)| outsourcing (7); third-party service (3); data center" (1); out-source" (2); service provider" (14) |

a Keywords/phrases in the dictionary used to search for IT weakness indicators near (in the same sentence and within 20 words
either side) of IT indicators. IT indicators keywords/phrases are shown in bold font. Less restrictive searches reported in Table 3, were
directed for IT weakness indicators anywhere in sentences that contain IT indicators. In more restrictive searches reported in Table 3, ITWs are ignored if also within 20 words (as determined by the content analysis software) of “exclusion keyword/phrases” in sentences with IT indicators. Exclusion keyword(s)/phras(es), frequently associated with SOX 404 “boilerplate” definitions and non-ITW contexts are: adherence to policies; capitalization policiess; capitalized software; communicat" policiess; communication to employees; compliance with; corporate governance policies; costs of computer software; do not execute; did not operate effectively; documentation regarding; documentation supporting; enforce; enforcement of; ensure the proper operation; established company policiess; execute its policies; failed to apply; four aspects of information technology general controls; four basic information technol-
ogy; four basic IT; in accordance with; information technology area"; information technology controls are policies; internally devel-
oped software; IT areas; ITCS are policies; ITCS include four basic; multiple element software arrangement"; policiess did not operate effectively; revenue recognition policiess; software accounting policies; software capitalization; software development costs; source document";sufficiently document; support operations; supporting documentation; the company’s policiess; the policy of; and were not followed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qualitative data analysis (QDA) software features</th>
<th>Content Analysis in Accounting Research</th>
<th>Additional Text Analytics Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manual</strong></td>
<td><strong>Computer Assisted</strong></td>
<td><strong>Automated</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- import and manage documents</td>
<td>- point-and-click or drop and drag coding -marginal code display -coding history (coder, dates) -report inter-rater agreement - retrieve coded text - query and search text</td>
<td>computer assisted content analysis functionality plus: -advanced dictionary building support (e.g., word frequency and keyword-in-context reporting; similarity and dispersion reports and visualization tools; drop and drag dictionary creation tools) - advanced Boolean and proximity search capabilities - automated coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- expert coding is reliable and inexpensive for a small number of documents</td>
<td>- experts create “dictionaries”, i.e., keyword/phrase lists categorized by concepts of interest - QDA software searches text and codes sentences or paragraphs when the text matches a keyword/phrase in the category - software tools (e.g., word frequency and keyword-in-context reports) are used to develop wordlists and dictionaries</td>
<td>automated content analysis functionality plus: -natural language processing - advanced statistical and/or linguistic tools - fuzzy logic to better handle text variants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Coding**

- Experts read reports stored in QDA software and apply codes to selected text - codes are exported for subsequent analysis

- Experts change dictionary or search criteria - automated coding process is rerun - text retrieval may be used in conjunction with less sophisticated dictionaries to locate segments of text for further manual analysis

- Sophisticated software for handling relational complexities and semantic ambiguities of unstructured text - cost saving from investing in sophisticated tools increases as the number of documents grows large

**Advantages**

- Consistent, scalable, and replicable text coding - transparent search rules via re-usable keywords/phrases in categorized dictionaries - expertise is leveraged and coding is grounded in theory through expert involvement in dictionary creation - relationships may be discovered during “bottom-up”, inductive, dictionary creation process

**Fig. 1.** Content analysis approaches using qualitative data analysis (QDA) software.
research has shown significant associations between the presence of ITWs and variables of interest in many streams of accounting literature, the study of specific ITWs driving such associations will be facilitated by a development of an automated approach for identification of specific ITWs.

Auditors’ ITW descriptions are embedded in lengthy, detailed unstructured text descriptions of internal controls over financial reporting such as in SOX 404 reports. Developing automated procedures to search this type of unstructured text presents coding challenges. SOX 404 reports are available through the Security and Exchange Commission’s (SEC’s) EDGAR system or more conveniently through the Audit Analytics database. Audit Analytics uses 21 codes to code reports containing internal control weaknesses, but only one code is used to identify reports containing any ITWs. Thus, accounting researchers interested in studying detailed ITWs may use the Audit Analytics database to locate SOX 404 reports with ITWs but must then analyze the content of these reports to identify and code individual ITWs. A special challenge for automating identification of ITWs is that auditors use similar language to describe non-ITWs and ITWs. Thus, complex search approaches are required that not only search for specified keywords/phrases but also search for information technology references in nearby context to distinguish ITWs and non-ITWs described with the same keywords/phrases (e.g. lack of training and segregation of incompatible duties). Fig. 2 illustrates this challenge with segments from several actual SOX 404 auditors’ reports.

Another challenge for automated content analysis identification of ITWs is that a specialized dictionary of keywords/phrases associated with ITWs has not been previously developed nor are ITWs categorized the same in all professional guidance. Content analysis software requires a specialized “dictionary” of keywords/phrases, categorized into predefined groups that identify the main themes to identify ITWs in SOX 404 reports. Internal control frameworks and guidelines (e.g., COSO) and auditing publications (e.g., PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5, 2007) discuss the distinction between various categories of IT controls such as Application Controls, General Controls, and sub-categories such as the subdivision of General Controls into Operations Controls, System Development and Maintenance Controls, and Security Controls. Thus these categories may seem like natural choices for the keyword dictionary. However, Hunton’s (2000, p. 33) admonition that “a framework can lead us to believe that the framework is the world and this can inhibit our ability to think outside the box” suggests that categorization should reflect the keywords/phrases used by auditors to describe ITWs. While content analysis software with word frequency counts and key-word-in-context reporting capabilities facilitates such “dictionary” development, keywords/phrases categorization is a manual process and categorization errors and omissions may affect ITW identification reliability. This leads to our first research question:

RQ1: Is automated content analysis identification of ITWs in auditors’ SOX 404 reports as reliable as manual content analysis identification?

The use of an automated content analysis approach not only contributes to the consistency, replicability, scalability and transparency of ITW identification, but also facilitates study of how well various categorizations of keywords/phrases capture auditors’ reporting of ITWs. However, due to the lack or non-consensus of guidance for ITWs, previous studies have used different categorizations for ITWs. For example, Klamm and Weidenmier Watson (2009) identify 12 material ITWs and group these by the five components of the COSO framework (control environment, risk assessment, control activities, information and communication and monitoring). Li et al. (forthcoming) and Masli et al. (2009) group 25 ITWs into seven categories (access controls, enterprise architecture, general IS/IT controls, IT capabilities, security and recovery, application...
Examples of Information Technology Weaknesses (ITWs) Reporting in SOX 404 Internal Control Reports

Documentation, Policy, Monitoring, Backup, and Operations weaknesses example:
“Those [and other] deficiencies in the aggregate represented more than a remote likelihood that a material misstatement of the Company’s annual or interim financial statements would not have been prevented or detected…. Deficiencies related to backup tape off-site storage, backup tape on-site storage, monitoring of backups, problem management, periodic restoration of backups, backup tape rotation policy, backup tape log, completion of job schedules, documentation of operating procedures, and operations reporting.”
Modtech Holdings Inc., 2004

Monitoring and Access weaknesses example:
“Specifically, ineffective controls included unrestricted access for information technology and accounting personnel to programs and data, the lack of periodic, independent review and monitoring of such access, and a lack of policies and procedures that govern security and access.”
Adelphia Communications Corp, 2004

Design and Staffing sufficiency and competency weaknesses example:
“The Company’s information systems were inadequate to support the complexity described above due to multiple, incompatible applications and platforms, manual interfaces and inadequate IT support staff.”
Sun-Times Media Group Inc., 2004

Security (other than over access), End-user computing and Change and development weaknesses example:
“The Company has also identified information technology control weaknesses in the areas of information security, end-user computing, systems program development and change controls.”
American Apparel, 2008

Access, and Masterfiles weaknesses example:
“Inadequate access controls with regard to computer master files information - Certain of the Company’s personnel in accounts payable and accounts receivable had access and could make changes to master files without approval.”
Parlux Fragrances Inc. 2007

Outsourcing, Change and development and Documentation weaknesses example:
“The Company did not maintain effective controls over certain independent service providers. Specifically, the Company was unable to document, test, and evaluate controls at third party vendors to which the Company outsources certain payroll processing services in North America.”
Interpublic Group of Companies 2005

Segregation of incompatible functions weakness example:
“The Company did not maintain effective segregation of duties over automated and manual transaction processes.”
Dana Holding Corp. 2005

Fig. 2. Examples of information technology weaknesses (ITWs) reporting in SOX 404 internal control reports.

*Automated searches locate sentences in SOX 404 Auditors reports that contain both an IT indicator (keywords/phrases related to IT hardware, software, procedures and personnel such as the italicized words in the examples above) and a weakness indicator (such as the words formatted in bold in the examples above). The approximately 200 weakness identifiers are categorized into the 14 categories of IT weaknesses listed in Table 1.

A policy weakness was not identified as the processing rule that was used restricted searches for keywords (e.g. policies) to a range of 20 words on either side of specified IT indicator keywords or phrases (keywords/phrases related to IT hardware, software, procedures and personnel such as the italicized words in the examples above) in the same sentence as IT indicators.

controls and application development) according to common professional practice. Still other researchers (e.g., Doyle et al., 2007a) group ITWs with other company-wide control weaknesses on the assumption that ITWs have a pervasive, company-wide effect (Canada et al., 2009). Therefore, through modifying the dictionary and categorization used for automated content analysis, our second research question proposes to

7 Masterfile, inadequate IT staffing and undue reliance on manual processes would be mapped to “control activities” under COSO whereas, Li et al. (forthcoming) and Masli et al. (2009) would likely map them respectively to application controls, IT capabilities and enterprise architecture categories.
study frameworks used by auditors in preparing SOX 404 reports to be used in conjunction with content analysis software to address the following research question:

RQ2: What are the most common IT control weaknesses reported in auditors’ SOX 404 reports and what terminology do auditors choose to describe them?

3. Data sources and methodology

We used a four-step process (described below) to automate ITW identification without imposing terminology drawn from textbooks, professional guidelines and standards: 1) prepare SOX 404 reports for automated content analysis; 2) develop a dictionary and search criteria; 3) assign weaknesses to categories; and 4) validate the identification process.

3.1. Step 1: preparing SOX 404 reports for automated content analysis

We gathered 471 SOX 404 auditors’ reports on Internal Controls over Financial Reporting from the Audit Analytics database of the first six years of SOX reporting (2004–2009). The Audit Analytics database obtained these reports from companies’ Form 10-K and 8-K SEC filings. These reports were coded as “IT weak” under the single code “Information technology, software, security and access issue” available in the Audit Analytics database. We supplemented the Audit Analytics database with 6 additional reports identified by Boritz and Lim (2008) through a manual coding of all 2004–2006 adverse SOX 404 reports in the Audit Analytics database. We imported these 477 reports into QDA Miner 3.0.4, the qualitative data analysis software from Provalis Research we used to manage the SOX 404 text and manually code ITWs for our comparative analysis. Of the many available qualitative data analysis software products available we selected QDA Miner 3.0.4 and WordStat v5.1, the software from Provalis Research that provides the word frequency, keyword-in-context, and other dictionary building tools for an automated content analysis approach, as WordStat supports the multiple-category Boolean search and drop and drag multi-level categorization features we used to investigate our research questions.

3.2. Step 2: developing the dictionary and search criteria

Using frequency reporting (Lacity and Janson, 1994) and key-word-in-context (KWIC) features (Fan et al., 2006) of WordStat v5.1, we developed the “dictionary” used for the automated search. First, we produced a frequency report showing all words and their frequency in all the SOX 404 auditor’s reports. We began creating a new dictionary for our study by entering the keywords from this frequency report with over 5000 words, that referred to ITWs directly (e.g. password) or words likely to be in a segment of the SOX 404 report in which an ITW might be described (e.g. technology). As we entered the keywords into the dictionary, we categorized the entries as “IT indicators”, using subcategories (which we could change at any time) within the “IT indicator” category to help organize the dictionary. Next, we used the KWIC feature to display reports of words/phrases near these IT indicators that auditors used to describe ITWs. Since ITW weaknesses are described in the reports but strengths are not, keywords such as “training” or “change management” could often be used in the dictionary without modifiers such as “lack of” or “inadequate”. We entered the keywords/phrases used by auditors to describe ITWs as “weakness indicator” words/phrases in other categories of the dictionary, cognizant that the categorization would be revisited as dictionary building progressed. Fig. 3 shows frequency and KWIC reporting and Fig. 4 is a screenshot of a portion of the dictionary building screen.

Search rules, developed to identify ITWs while avoiding erroneously identifying ITWs in boilerplate wording describing management and auditor reporting responsibilities and to avoid wrongly counting non-ITWs as ITWs when they share similar descriptions (e.g., “lack of training”, and “insufficient staffing”),
were added to the dictionary. Search rules programmed the automated content analysis to search for both an IT indicator (keywords/phrases related to IT hardware, software, procedures and personnel) and a weakness indicator in the same sentence (keywords/phrases, together with wildcard character ‘*’ usage, allowing for variation in keyword endings, related to the specific nature of the ITW such as “monitor”, “monitor*”, “access”, “change management”, and “masterfile*”). Wordstat v5.1 shows the number of reports identified by each search rule as part of frequency reporting and automatically reruns all searches whenever a change is made to the dictionary and a frequency report displayed. We repeatedly used the keyword retrieval feature of the software to “drill down” from these updated search results and examine the sentences describing ITWs (some of which were “false hits” and some of which included other ITWs not yet found by the automated searches) to refine the dictionary. Fig. 5 shows a portion of a keyword retrieval report.

Iteratively, we refined the keywords, modified the search criteria (to search for IT weakness indicators within a specified number of words of IT indicators within sentences with IT indicators) upon reviewing...
updated frequency, KWIC, and retrieval reports. Our objective was not to optimize the dictionary and search criteria, but rather to compare the reliability of an automated content analysis approach to a manual one and to produce a dictionary that makes our content analysis approach transparent and replicable. Dictionary development is a time consuming process without an objective “stopping rule”. We moved to step 3, when diminishing returns of improved search results no longer balanced further effort in refining the dictionary and search strategies.

3.3. Step 3: assignment of keywords/phrases to categories

Recognizing that the IT weakness categories are the main constructs in our ITW investigation we revisited the categorizations, the identification of the main themes (Fan et al., 2006), we had used to organize
the dictionary before commencing dictionary validation. We printed out the dictionary and agreed on the categories chosen and the category assignment of keywords/phrases. While we were guided by theory in our discussion, in some instances the final categories were more multi-dimensional than theory would dictate due to the infrequent occurrence of words/phrases. For example, given less than 40 reports of staffing insufficiency, lack of experience and training, we used a single multidimensional category for staffing and competency.

We grouped the approximately 200 keywords/phrases used by auditors in ITW SOX 404 reporting into 14 categories using a "bottom up", inductive approach, trying to maximize the number of categories to preserve distinctions while ensuring there were enough reports in each category to permit subsequent statistical analyses. Fig. 6 shows examples of the dendrogram and concept mapping visualization features of the software we used, along with statistical correlation analysis, to assess the discriminant validity of
the 14 categories. For example, as shown in Fig. 6, when the number of clusters is set to 11, the concept mapping tool uses similarity analysis to combine End-user computing and Design ITWs into one cluster and Access, Monitoring, and Segregation ITWs into another cluster to reduce the 14 categories of ITWs into 11 categories, mapped using 11 different colors. The dendrograms and concept mappings helped us visualize the instability of ITW clustering under different similarity indices and confirm our decision to retain all 14 categories in the dictionary.

3.4. Step 4: validating dictionary and search criteria

To validate the dictionary and search logic developed in step 3, we followed two validation approaches: The first approach involved a review of the categorization dictionary by two senior audit partners from two different Big 4 firms who each have had considerable (over 20 years) IT governance and control assurance expertise. Secondly, one of the researchers and a graduate student collaboratively performed a manual coding of ITWs. Fig. 7, a screenshot of QDA Miner, shows computer-assisted ITW coding used during the manual coding procedure.

We then compared the software-based automated ITW identification to the researchers’ manual coding. Since the quality of unstructured text acquisition and analysis can be altered dramatically through small changes in dictionaries and processing rules (Kuechler, 2007), we applied varying search rules to test the sensitivity of search results to our rule choice. We computed the Type 1 errors (false hits), Type 2 errors (misses) and ITW identification agreement as percentages of the ITW identified with the manual approach.

3.5. Further analysis

To investigate our first research question (Is automated content analysis identification of ITWs in auditors’ SOX 404 reports as reliable as manual content analysis identification?) we compared ITW identification using the validated automated content analysis approach to the frequency of ITW reporting reported by Klamm and Weidenmier Watson (2009). Klamm and Weidenmier Watson (2009) read and coded 490 SOX 404 reports and reported the frequency of occurrence of 12 detailed ITWs in the first year of SOX reporting, the time period of their study. For this comparison, we limited our automated search to the first year of SOX reporting and used the search criteria that balanced failure to identify ITWs (Type II errors) against false identification of ITWs (Type I errors). The ITW frequency reporting used in the investigation of RQ1 was also used to investigate our second research question, “What are the most common IT control weaknesses reported in auditors’ SOX 404 reports and what terminology do auditors choose to describe them?”

4. Results

In Table 1 we present the search rules and the keywords/phrases in the categorized dictionary we developed to automate the identification of ITWs in auditors’ SOX 404 reports. Before comparing the reliability of automated vs. manual ITW identification (RQ1), we discuss observations during the four step process of developing the categorized dictionary presented in Table 1.

4.1. Result of step 1: preparing SOX 404 reports for automated content analysis

We initially imported 477 reports into QDA Miner 3.0.4. However, we revisited this step and deleted 90 of these reports following subsequent automated content analysis (see step 4 below) which failed to find ITWs in 118 reports in automated searches for any IT weakness indicator keywords/phrases in sentences containing IT indicators. We found Audit Analytics coded 90 of these 118 reports as ITW weak based on the wording in management’s SOX 404 report, whereas the corresponding wording in auditors’ reports did not describe ITWs. Since we restricted our study to the auditors’ SOX reports, we omitted

---

9 Clustering groups similar documents “on the fly” based on text analytics instead of through predefined topics (Fan et al., 2006, 79).
Fig. 6. Dendrogram and 3D visualization of category similarity.
Fig. 7. Computer-assisted ITW coding using QDA Miner 3.04.
these 90 reports, resulting in a population of 387 reports. The failure to detect any ITWs in 28 of these 387 reports, represents a 7% Type 2 error rate for ITW detection at the SOX 404 report level. In nine of these 28 instances, auditors explicitly noted ITWs without describing the nature of the ITW, whereas in the remaining 19 instances, auditors described control weaknesses with words that do not make clear whether or not the weakness is related to an automated portion of the accounting system. To estimate the corresponding Type 1 error we also drew a random sample of 30 reports from the 1621 reports which Audit Analytics coded as not having any ITWs but having other control weaknesses (non-ITWs) and applied our automated content analysis procedures to this data, finding a 7% Type 1 error rate (false positive). 11

4.2. Result of step 2: developing the dictionary and search criteria

Using frequency reporting features of the qualitative data analysis software, we find that of the over 5000 different words used by auditors in SOX 404 reports, approximately 200 keywords/phrases are included by auditors in their descriptions of ITW concepts. Table 1 reports the frequency with which each keyword/phrase occurs in SOX 404 reports with ITWs in the period of our study.

4.3. Result of step 3: assignment of keywords/phrases to categories

Table 1 shows the keywords/phrases for the 14 categories we identified by using an inductive approach made possible with qualitative data analysis software tools. The 14 categories, in order of decreasing frequency of occurrence are: (1) access, (2) monitoring, (3) design issues, (4) change and development, (5) end-user computing, (6) segregation of incompatible functions, (7) policies, (8) documentation, (9) masterfiles, (10) backup, (11) staffing sufficiency and competency, (12) security (other than over access), (13) outsourcing and (14) operations.

In Table 2, we calculated pairwise associations between each ITW and other ITWs. As the results of Table 2 show, the pairwise associations between ITWs indicate that they are co-reported frequently. From 2004 to 2009, almost half of the possible pairwise associations (35 of 73) between cells with expected cell counts that are large enough to permit statistical inference are positive and significant at \( p < 0.05 \). Six of the ITWs (Access, Monitoring, Design issues, Changes and development, Policies, and Staffing sufficiency and competency) are associated positively and significantly \( (p < 0.05) \) with six or more of the other 13 ITWs. All correlation coefficients are less than 0.4 indicating that, although ITWs are co-reported frequently, the 14 categories represent different ITWs.

4.4. Result of step 4: validating dictionary and search criteria

The two audit professionals who reviewed the categorized dictionary suggested no substantive changes to the dictionary. We compared our manual and automated coding of ITWs at the individual ITW level under several search criteria, three of which are reported in Table 3. One rule checked for IT weakness keywords/phrases anywhere in the same sentence as IT identifiers, whereas another rule searched only near (in the same sentence and within 20 words) of IT indicators. The latter search strategy is a narrower search that finds fewer false positives but more false negatives than the former. More complex search rules were used to exclude certain terms when other terms are present. Assuming that our manual coding of 1238 ITWs in the 387 reports is 100% reliable, we find that the overall Type 1 and

---

10 Until mid-2007 auditors were required to evaluate and opine on management’s evaluation process and the control weakness descriptions in management and auditors’ reports were usually similar, if not identical. Following the PCAOB acknowledgment that “at times, the related [audit] effort has appeared greater than necessary” and the elimination of the requirement to assess management’s evaluative process [May 24, 2007 PCAOB news release www.pcaob.com], differences in control weakness descriptions in management and auditor reports became more frequent. Audit Analytics codes auditors’ reports as IT weak if the management report details ITWs or references software remediation as auditors reports include the phrase “as described in management’s report” in their descriptions of internal control weaknesses.

11 In one case, the misidentification was triggered by the word “software” in the company name. In the other case, accounting for “software license revenue” was the trigger. However, the search also found one company which reported “issues in implementing the company’s new tax accounting system” that we would classify as an ITW but Audit Analytics did not.
Table 2
Significant pairwise associations between information technology weaknesses (ITWs) in reports with ITWs. Table entries are Spearman correlation coefficients (387 reports for 2004–2009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Access</th>
<th>Monitoring Design issues</th>
<th>Change and development</th>
<th>End-user computing</th>
<th>Segregation of incompatible functions</th>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>Documentation</th>
<th>Masterfiles</th>
<th>Backup</th>
<th>Staffing sufficiency and competency</th>
<th>Security (other than over access)</th>
<th>Outsourcing Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td><strong>0.345</strong></td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.161**</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>0.234**</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.247**</td>
<td>0.250**</td>
<td>0.133**</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>−0.010</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design issues</td>
<td>0.136*</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.203**</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>−0.010</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>−0.038</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change and development</td>
<td>0.226**</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.130**</td>
<td>0.185**</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.241**</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-user computing</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>−0.040</td>
<td>0.130**</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>−0.042</td>
<td>−0.043</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>−0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segregation</td>
<td>0.345**</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>−0.040</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>−0.002</td>
<td>−0.037</td>
<td>0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policies</td>
<td>0.186**</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.237**</td>
<td>0.173**</td>
<td>0.173**</td>
<td>0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>−0.010</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.148**</td>
<td>0.104**</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masterfiles</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>−0.042</td>
<td>0.137**</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.148**</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup</td>
<td>0.161**</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>−0.038</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>−0.043</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.237**</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffing</td>
<td>0.105**</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.102**</td>
<td>0.173**</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>0.123**</td>
<td>−0.010</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>−0.005</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.173**</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outsourcing</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>−0.037</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations</td>
<td>0.104**</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td><strong>0.238</strong>*</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.102**</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 itemizes the ITW weakness indicator keywords/phrases and the IT indicators (shown in bold) used by the automated content analysis to identify ITWs based on searching for ITW weakness indicators in sentences that contain IT indicators near (within 20 words) IT indicators. Bold text indicates (two-tailed) significance of at least 0.05. An “a” indicates the expected cell count is too low for meaningful statistical inference.

* Correlation is significant at the 0.1 level (two-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).
*** Correlation is significant at the <.001 level (two-tailed).
Type 2 error rates of this comparison range from 11.6% to 23.9% depending upon which of the three automated search criteria reported in Table 3 Panel A are used: the percentage of Type 1 errors is greatest when the least restrictive search criteria are used (searching for IT weakness keywords/phrases in any sentence containing IT indicator words/phrases), whereas the percentage of Type 2 errors is greatest when the more restrictive search criteria are used (IT weakness keywords/phrases are ignored if they fall within 20 words of the exclusion words/phrases listed in Table 1). The manual coding performed by two coders and the automated coding were identical for over 90% of all 5418 codings (14 codes in 387 reports) under all three search criteria. Table 3 Panel B shows Type 1 and Type 2 error rates, expressed as a percentage of the number of manually identified ITWs, for the 14 ITWs. Regardless of which of the three search criteria are used there is over 80% agreement between the automated and manual coding in the 387 reports for all 14 ITWs (Table 3 Panel B). As shown in Table 3 Panel A, when agreement is judged based on matching of all ITW codes in a report, the agreement rate in the 387 reports is approximately 40%. In other words, approximately 40% of the reports were coded identically by manual and automated coding while 60% had one or more differences. In preparing Tables 1, 2, 4, and 5 we report results using the criteria that searches for IT weakness keywords/phrases within 20 words of IT indicators within sentences with IT indicators, the criteria of the three for which the difference between the overall Type 1 and Type 2 error rates minimized (Table 3 Panel A).

4.5. Research question 1 findings

As shown in Table 3 Panel B, the over 80% agreement between our manual and automated coding at the individual ITW level compares favorably to the inter-rater coding reliability reported by Klamm and Weidenmier Watson (2009), the only study of which we are aware that reports inter-rater ITW coding reliability (i.e., 79% for the authors and 73% for coding by an independent third party). Table 4 compares the ITW reporting frequency of our automated content analysis to the frequencies of the 17 IT-related material weaknesses reported by Klamm and Weidenmier Watson (2009) for the first year of SOX 404 reporting (November 23, 2004 through November 24, 2005). When categories relate to weaknesses that are described with very specific IT terminology, frequencies were similar between the studies. For example, Klamm and Weidenmier Watson (2009) reported frequencies for the first year of SOX reporting for “logical access issues” and “spreadsheet issues” (respectively, 55.8% and 24.8%) similar to those that we report for Access and End-user computing ITWs (respectively, 61.4% and 24.2%) in Table 4.

We are able to modify the keywords/phrases in the dictionary used for automated content analysis to explore differences in frequencies between the automated searches and Klamm and Weidenmier Watson (2009) coding. For example, if we limit our automated search to keyword “train” we identify 5.3% of first year of SOX reporting reports with training issues, a frequency close to the 6.2% that Klamm and Weidenmier Watson (2009) report. Similarly, Klamm and Weidenmier Watson (2009) code less than half as many reports with “explicitly reported: weak IT monitoring” as the automated searches find when searching for both explicit keywords (i.e., “monitor” and “oversight”) and the other Monitoring category keywords listed in Table 1 (e.g., “review”). However, when we limit the automated analysis to the explicit keywords, “monitor,” and “oversight”, the automated analysis and Klamm and Weidenmier Watson (2009) coding differ by less than 5%. We do not include categories in the dictionary for COSO framework components as we are interested in auditors’ descriptions of specific ITWs. However, given we already had a dictionary and search rules to look for words near IT indicators, we leveraged this search capability and searched for explicit use of the terms “control environment”, “risk assessment”, “control activities” and “information and communication” in first year SOX reports and report. The results of these searches are also reported in Table 4.

4.6. Research question 2 findings

Table 5 shows the reporting frequency of ITWs we identified using both manual and automated content analyses with a categorized dictionary in which 14 ITW categories were determined using an inductive approach that began with the actual words used by auditors to describe the ITWs in SOX 404 reports. Table 5 also reports descriptive statistics for both manual and automated searches. The median number of ITWs in all reports is 3, which is the same for both manual and automated approaches.
Table 3
Comparison of information technology weaknesses (ITWs) identification: automated vs. manual coding.

Panel A: Descriptive statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information technology weaknesses (ITWs)</th>
<th>Manually identified ITWs</th>
<th>Automated-search-identified ITWs</th>
<th>Coding agreement</th>
<th>Type I error(s)</th>
<th>Type II error(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manual search</strong></td>
<td>1238</td>
<td>1255</td>
<td>5009</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automated search</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>1126</td>
<td>4992</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automated search: more restrictive criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>92.1%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automated search: less restrictive criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td>23.9%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At individual ITW level

**14 ITWs in 387 reports in which ITWs are expected (5418 possible codes)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number out of 5418 possible codes</th>
<th>% of 5418 possible codes</th>
<th>% of manually coded ITWs</th>
<th>Minimum number per report</th>
<th>Maximum number per report</th>
<th>Median number per report</th>
<th>Mean number per report</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1238</td>
<td>22.8%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1255</td>
<td>23.2%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5009</td>
<td>92.5%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.94</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>213</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>196</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1126</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4992</td>
<td>92.1%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.90</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>157</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>269</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>23.9%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At SOX 404 report level

**in 387 reports in which ITWs are expected**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of reports out of 387</th>
<th>% of 387 reports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>373</td>
<td>96.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>354</td>
<td>91.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>158</td>
<td>40.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>143</td>
<td>37.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>137</td>
<td>35.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>340</td>
<td>87.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>152</td>
<td>39.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>119</td>
<td>30.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>170</td>
<td>43.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>359</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>155</td>
<td>40.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>166</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>112</td>
<td>28.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Panel B: Type I and Type II errors for 14 ITWS identified with automated content analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search method and criteria</th>
<th>Manual search</th>
<th>Automated search: used to report results in Tables</th>
<th>Automated search: more restrictive criteria</th>
<th>Automated search: less restrictive criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ITW indicator keyword/phrase, within 20 words of an IT indicatora</td>
<td>Number of ITWs</td>
<td>Number of ITWs</td>
<td>Errors as percentage of manually identified ITWs</td>
<td>Coding agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design issues</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change and development</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-user computing</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segregation</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policies</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masterfiles</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffing and competency</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security (other than access)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outsource</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1 itemizes the ITW weakness indicator keywords/phrases and the IT indicators (shown in bold) used by the automated content analysis to identify ITWs. The results presented in Tables 1, 2, 4, and 5 are based on searching for ITW weakness indicators in sentences that contain IT indicators near (within 20 words) IT indicators. The last four columns of this Table show how results would differ when the nearness constraint is relaxed.

b The columns shown under the “more restrictive criteria” heading, show how results would differ if ITWs that occur within 20 words, in the same sentence, as an IT indicatora are ignored if also within 20 words (as determined by the QDA content analysis software) of “exclusion keyword/phrases”. Exclusion keyword(s)/phras(es), frequently associated with SOX 404 “boilerplate” definitions and non-ITW contexts are listed in Table 1.
We used the frequency reporting feature of the content analysis software to check whether or not auditors frequently used COSO components, COBIT domains or broad categories of “general IT controls” and “application controls” terminology for categories. Consistent with Klamm and Weidenmier Watson (2009) and Gupta (2006), we found that COSO component names, other than monitoring, were infrequently used in SOX 404 reports in sentences containing an IT indicator word/phrase: specifically (i) “risk assessment” (10 reports), (ii) “control environment” (54), (iii) “information and communication” (9), and (iv) “control activities” (10). Furthermore, the four COBIT 4.1 domains (“plan and organize”, “acquire and implement”, “deliver and support” and “monitor and evaluate”) are not referenced at all. The phrase “general controls” (and synonymous phrases “general computer controls”, “general computing controls”, “IT general controls”, and “ITGC”) was used in less than 14% (54) of the reports and in all but five of these 54 reports other ITW identifiers were also present. The phrase “application control(s)” was used in less than 4% (17) of the reports.

Some SOX 404 reports refer to specific applications (e.g., inventory and payroll systems) that are, or are likely to be, affected by the reported ITWs. Other reports either do not refer to applications in describing ITWs or use general terms such as “certain” or “various” to refer to applications without explicitly naming the applications affected. Not only are descriptive labels such as “general controls” used infrequently in SOX 404 reports, but also, as shown in Table 5, approximately 30% of IT-weak reports (132 out of 387) reference specific financial applications in sentences which we search for ITW descriptions. Table 5 compares the frequency of ITWs in all reports in which we expected to find ITWs to the frequencies in reports in which auditors use keywords associated with financial applications and COSO components (other than

### Table 4

Perceptions of firms reporting information technology weaknesses (ITWs): first year of SOX 404 reports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITWS</th>
<th>Automated content analysis</th>
<th>Klamm and Weidenmier Watson (2009)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identified using automated content analysis* of 132 IT-Weak auditors' SOX 404 reports</td>
<td>Identified by Klamm and Weidenmier Watson (2009) using manual content analysis of 129 IT-Weak managements' SOX 404 reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>61.4%</td>
<td>Logical access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>56.1%</td>
<td>Explicitly reported: weak IT monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change and development</td>
<td>38.6%</td>
<td>Program change control issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segregation</td>
<td>37.1%</td>
<td>Coding/program errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design issues</td>
<td>36.4%</td>
<td>Disparate, non-integrated systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-user computing</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>Functionally complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>Decentralized systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policies</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>Spreadsheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masterfiles</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
<td>Lack of systems documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffing and competency</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>Systems training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>Ineffective or lack of disaster recovery plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>Security issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outsource</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>Other IT control activities issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Table 1 itemizes the ITW weakness indicator keywords/phrases and the IT indicators used by the automated content analysis to identify ITWs based on searching for ITW weakness indicators in sentences in auditors’ SOX 404 reports that contain IT indicators near (within 20 words) IT indicators.

b The frequency is 31.1% if only keywords “monitor” and “oversight” are used to search for Monitoring ITWs.

c The frequency is 18.2% if the keyword “design”, which also refers to the design of manual controls, is omitted from automated searches for Design ITWs.

d The frequency is 5.3% if only the keyword “train” is used to search for Staffing and competency ITWs.
Table 5
Information technology weaknesses (ITWs) reported in auditors' SOX 404 reports 2004–2009a.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search 20 words of IT indicator in sentences with IT indicator: content analysis method</th>
<th>Search 1</th>
<th>Search 2</th>
<th>Search 3</th>
<th>Frequency comparison (manual counts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All reports in which ITWs are expecteda</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>Automated</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>Automated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design issues</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change and development</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-user computing</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segregation</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policies</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masterfiles</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffing and competency</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security (other than access)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of ITWs</td>
<td>1238</td>
<td>1255</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of reports</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of ITWs</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>3.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum number of ITWs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of ITWs</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median number of ITWs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Compares the number of ITWs identified and the frequency of reporting using manual (computer assisted) vs. automated content analysis for all auditors SOX 404 reports, a subsample of reports in which financial applications are referencedb, and a subsample of reports in which the COSO framework is referencedc.

b Reports in which automated content analysis identified financial applications keywords (i.e., Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Accrued Liabilities, Cash, Capital Assets, Cost of Goods, Cost of Sales, Fixed Assets, Inventory, Payroll, Sales, and Taxes) within a sentence with an IT indicator (Table 1).

c Reports in which automated content analysis identified COSO related keywords (except Monitoring) (i.e., Control Activities, Control Environment, Information and Communication, and Risk Assessment) within a sentence with an IT indicator (Table 1).

d Expected cell counts too low for statistical inference of binomial test of proportion comparing proportion of manually to automated identified ITWs.

* Difference in proportion of reports is significant at the p<.05 level.

** Difference in proportion of reports is significant at p<.01 level.

*** Difference in proportion of reports is significant at p<.001 level.
monitoring) in sentences we search for ITW descriptions. Monitoring, change and development, and end-user computing ITWs, representing half of the six ITWs where counts are sufficient for statistical analysis, occur more frequently \( (p<0.05) \) in reports in which auditors reference specific applications than in the population of all 387 IT-weak reports.\(^{12} \) Further, while COSO components (other than monitoring) are referenced in the same sentence as IT indicators in only 60 of the 387 IT-weak reports, five of the ITWs where counts are sufficient for statistical analysis (Access, Monitoring, Design issues, Change and development, End-user computing, and Segregation) occur more frequently \( (p<0.05) \) in reports in which auditors refer to components of the COSO framework (Table 5) than in the population of IT-weak reports. The median number of ITWs is greater in reports that refer to financial applications (4 vs. 3 in all reports coded as having ITWs) and COSO components (5 vs. 3 in all reports coded as having ITWs).

5. Discussion

Methodologically, this study demonstrates the advantages and limitations of using content analysis software in the study of narrative reports on the effectiveness of IT internal control. Until now, other researchers who have used SOX 404 reports to study ITWs have relied on the single code in Audit Analytics to identify the presence of ITWs or have identified specific categories of ITWs through an arduous manual process. The resource demands of relying on experts to visually scan and identify ITWs in text data sources impact on research design decisions and represent an obstacle both to reliably link the presence of specific categories of ITWs with other variables — such as financial performance, audit fees, and governance — and to implications of those associations. In addition to providing a categorized dictionary that may be used in ITW research, this study outlines techniques that may be used to develop an automated content analysis approach for analysis of unstructured text in other contexts.

Research questions, data sources, coding expertise, coders’ time, and coders’ expertise with qualitative data analysis software will determine the coding approach best suited to the coding task. In this study we demonstrated the use of sophisticated search rules and a multi-level categorized dictionary. However, it is possible that less sophisticated automated content analysis strategies, in combination with manual content analysis, will suffice for other studies. For example, 71% (276 of the 387) of the reports with ITWs analyzed in this study would have been located with a simple search of auditor’s SOX 404 reports for any of five most frequently occurring IT identifiers (i.e., information technology, spreadsheet*, software, financial application*, and information system*). Manual coding efforts may be reduced by using such simple searches to locate portions of unstructured text to which manual content analysis may subsequently be applied. When selecting content analysis strategies, researchers should consider not only the challenges of implementing an automated approach (i.e., creating and validating dictionaries and search rules), but also the comparative advantages of effectively automating the content analysis process (the gains in consistency, scalability, replicability and transparency). Dictionaries are re-usable. Hence, potential future studies, as well as the immediate research project, should factor into decisions about which tools/techniques to use on the continuum from manual to automated content analysis depicted in Fig. 1.

Our study extends prior research that has studied ITWs at a detailed level (e.g., Bell et al., 1998; Messier et al., 2004; Hammersley et al., 2008; Klamm and Weidenmier Watson, 2009). The dictionary and search criteria that we have created to identify and categorize reported ITWs enable users to perform consistent, transparent, replicable,\(^{13} \) affordable and scalable ITW identification in SOX 404 reports. Furthermore, this dictionary of words/phrases provides a snapshot of IT-related terminology actually used by auditors and may assist development of text analysis approaches to facilitate the study of IT controls in SOX 404 reports and other disclosures in the U.S. and other jurisdictions. The content analysis of auditors’ reports using our dictionary identified the following 14 categories of material IT weaknesses, in order of decreasing frequency of occurrence: (1) access, (2) monitoring, (3) design issues, (4) change and development, (5) end-user computing, (6) segregation of incompatible functions, (7) policies, (8) documentation, (9) masterfiles,

\(^{12} \) The proportion of ITWs referencing applications is based on the manual coding of ITWs used to validate the dictionary as described in Step 4 of Section 3.

\(^{13} \) Such replication may be impacted by retroactive database updates that Audit Analytics makes in studies that rely on Audit Analytics coding to identify IT weak reports in which to search for ITWs. We extracted 2004–2008 data and SOX 404 reports from the Audit Analytics database on November 2, 2009 and the 2009 data and reports on July 26, 2010.
(10) backup, (11) staffing sufficiency and competency, (12) security (other than over access), (13) outsourcing and (14) operations. These 14 categories were determined adopting a unique, bottom-up, inductive approach to ITW identification and categorization that would not have been feasible without frequency reporting, keyword-in-content, keyword retrieval, and other automated content analysis software tools.

We find that automated ITW identification using a dictionary based on auditors’ actual words in SOX 404 reports categorizes ITWs differently than manual grouping based on professional standards and other guidance such as the COSO framework. An explanation for such differences may be the nature of the negotiation process between auditors and management. Bedard and Graham (2011) find that auditors judge control deficiencies as more severe, and hence more likely to be reported in SOX 404 reports, if a misstatement is detected. Bell et al. (1998: 38) find few audit differences attributed to general control failures (e.g., hardware failure, documentation). Accordingly, references to applications and the less frequent reporting of ITWs such as Operations, Backup, Security, and Documentation is consistent with a negotiation process that prevents reporting of these weaknesses unless a misstatement is detected. Our finding that half of the ITWs, with counts sufficient for statistical analysis, are reported more frequently when financial applications are mentioned is also consistent with Bedard and Graham’s (2011) finding: auditors are likely to use financial application keywords (e.g. “accounts receivable” and “accounts payable”) in descriptions of many financial misstatements, keywords that we also used to identify reports referring to financial applications.

However, similar reasoning does not explain why we observed all but one of the ITWs where counts are sufficient for statistical analysis more frequently when COSO components are mentioned than in the population of IT-weak SOX 404 reports. Perhaps ITWs are more likely to be reported when non-ITW are also reported. Also, auditors may use COSO component language to classify control weaknesses in reports where many control weaknesses are reported. Another unexplained observation is that risk assessment controls — one of the five components of the COSO framework — are not identified as being weak in companies reporting numerous material IT weaknesses. Overall, the potential disconnect we observed between published guidance (e.g. COSO) and auditor SOX 404 reporting of ITWs suggests further investigation of these issues, and additional guidance from standard setters and regulators to managers and auditors on the reporting of ITWs, is warranted.

5.1. Limitations and future research

We acknowledge certain limitations of our analyses. First, while we demonstrated the comparative advantages of many features of automated content analysis software, we did not examine the efficacy of using some of the simpler features. For example, we demonstrated the usefulness of advanced searching capabilities, dictionary building tools, and visualization tools (e.g., dendrograms and concept maps) but did not discuss how to use the simpler computer-assisted coding features (Fig. 1) common to most qualitative data analysis. An extension of this study might be to study the efficacy of using automation, rather than manual methods, to apply codes to selected text, compute inter-rater agreement, and locate coded segments of text in lengthy, unstructured text such as Management’s Discussion and Analysis.

Second, the reliability of automated identification of ITWs depends on a number of manual activities including keyword/phrase selection, aggregation of keywords into categories, and creation of search criteria. The reliability of automated text analysis depends not only on the sophistication of the dictionary and search criteria but also on when the “refining” of the dictionary is stopped. As a result, the automated search is not perfect, resulting in both Type 1 and Type 2 errors. Dictionary refinement will always be an on-going process as the dictionary used for automated searching needs to be kept up to date. As Kuechler (2007) observes, such updating, while time-consuming and sometimes tedious, is necessary, especially when there are announcements of changes in authoritative guidance and standards. This research could be extended by studying the incremental benefits of refining dictionaries and search criteria vs. supplementing a less refined automated search with manual coding of automatically identified segments of text.

14 The data upon which the study is based was collected in 1989 and technology has since changed. Bell et al. (1998) acknowledge this but counter that the results pertain to “general error attributes” and not “specific system attributes”.
A third limitation is that the weaknesses that we analyze are only the weaknesses that were reported by the entity’s auditor as a result of an audit process that may not identify all material ITWs and a negotiation process with management is thought to act as a screen ensuring that only the most severe weaknesses are reported (ITGI, 2006; Wolfe et al., 2009). Therefore, the picture of financial reporting systems that these weaknesses portray may not be complete. Adding control deficiencies that were not considered material weaknesses may portray a more complete picture and could represent a valuable extension of this study. Also obtaining information directly from auditors rather than from their reports, such as the Bedard and Graham (2011) and Bell et al. (1998) studies that classify the reasons for the occurrence of both material and immaterial audit differences might provide a more complete picture of actual ITWs.

In addition, the pattern of reported ITWs raises a number of questions for further investigation. For example, access, monitoring, design issues, and change management represent issues that are frequently reported over the six years since SOX 404 reports began to be issued. They therefore represent areas that need to be addressed by managers, auditors, regulators and researchers. Also, end-user computing issues are one of the more frequently reported ITWs. Despite anecdotal evidence of the problems spreadsheet errors create in financial reporting systems (Curtis et al., 2009), there is little research into their prevention and detection (Powell et al., 2008). While spreadsheets may be used less as financial reporting systems’ reporting flexibility increases, end user computing issues are likely to continue as the use of cloud computing (e.g. Google Docs) by non-IT personnel increases. Security concerns receive much attention in the practitioner literature, but other than access controls, security is perennially a low ranked ITW, accounting for a marginal number of reported ITWs. Similarly, outsourcing is associated with few reported ITWs. This observation may indicate that outsourced components of financial reporting systems are comparatively well managed.

Also, as previously noted, we searched for but found few references to the categories of IT controls referred to in prominent frameworks, guidelines, and even standards. A potential problem arising from the lack of linkage between the terminology used in the auditors’ reports and published guidelines and standards is that users of the internal control reports will find it difficult to link the reported weaknesses back to professional literature and standards so as to interpret the impact of the reported weaknesses on the respective companies, the likely causes of those weaknesses and potential avenues and time horizon for their effective remediation. An extension of our research would be to have users read the auditors’ reports and attempt to link the ITWs identified therein to the published frameworks and assess their impact on the company. Another extension would be to perform a more nuanced analysis of the language used in auditors’ reports to investigate the ways in which material weaknesses are portrayed. It would also be worth investigating the reasons for the apparent reluctance by managers and auditors to use the headings in frameworks, guidelines, and standards in favor of their own terminology. Our understanding of internal control would also be furthered by a study of how the individual ITWs are influenced by factors such as time, auditor type, and industry, and the associations of ITWs with non-ITWs and financial misstatements. We are planning to perform such a study as an extension of this research.

Finally, we suggest that an automated content analysis can produce a reliable, transparent and replicable coding of textual information and should be considered in future studies of managements’ and auditors’ textual communications with stakeholders in place of proprietary coding that may be less reliable, less transparent and less replicable.
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